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November 23, 2020

ADDENDUM No. 1
Request for Proposal CS-20-23
SHELL-GLEN RESCUE TRUCK
The addendum is being issued prior to the closing of the request for proposal (RFP) to provide further
information, make changes to, or to clarify the RFP documents and is to be read, interpreted and coordinated
with all other parts of the RFP documents. In the case of a conflict with the balance of the documents, this
Addendum shall govern. Proponents shall attach a signed copy of this addendum to their proposal
submission, failure to do so may result in a non-compliant proposal. This addendum shall form part of
the Contract Documents.

This addendum is to provide clarification to RFP CS-20-23 released November 10, 2020.
QUESTION 1: Would the Regional District accept a bid with a modular polypropylene body instead of the
mention modular aluminum body?
ANSWER 1: The Regional District will consider a bid with a modular polypropylene body.
QUESTION 2: Re: Item #11 – Would the Department like aftermarket or the standard auxiliary springs?
ANSWER 2: The fire department will accept the standard auxiliary springs.
QUESTION 3: Re Item #26 - Will the Ford map lights in the roof console be sufficient or would the
Department like an additional map light?
ANSWER 3: An additional map light, similar to SPARCO, or HELLA products with a
removable/sliding red shade.
QUESTION 4: Re Item #4 - Do we need to supply and install the referenced hydraulic pump in our bid,
provide a quote as an option or just provide provisions for the Department to install after delivery?
ANSWER 4: The fire department will be providing the pump; manufacturer is just to provide
provisions for the department to install after delivery. Exact dimensions can be provided during
the pre-construction meeting.
QUESTION 5: Re Item #4 - Do we need to mount the hydraulic tools before delivery?
ANSWER 5: The fire department will mount the tools onto the tool board.
dimensions can be supplied during the pre-construction meeting if required.

Exact tools and

QUESTION 6: Re Item #4 – Does the Department require a Pac tool board or just a generic tool board?
ANSWER 6: A PAC tool board is preferred, as it allows the department the flexibility to move
mounting brackets much easier or add new ones with no damage or additional drilling of holes.
Bidder to state in space provided below what their bid submission includes for this item:
__________________________________________________________________________ .
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QUESTION 7: Re Item #4 – What make, and model are the mounting brackets?
ANSWER 7: Mounting brackets are for Holmotro 3000 series tools.
mounting brackets. See photos below.

PAC compatible plastic
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QUESTION 8: Re Item #6 - Do we need to supply and install the referenced hydraulic pump core hose lines
and fittings in our bid, provide a quote as an option, or just provide provisions for the Department to add
after delivery?
ANSWER 8: The fire department currently has two 50’ hose lines. The manufacturer is to design
the space in B1 so that the fire department can pre-connect these hose lines and coil the remaining
hose in each of the compartments specified, located above the pump install location. The objective
is to have the hose lines pre-connected, and then the fire department will then connect the hose
lines to the appropriate hydraulic tool once on scene.
It would be appreciated if bidder could provide an Optional Quote for the supply and install of two
(2)
100’
core
hose
lines,
as
an
added
line
item
in
Appendix
“E” OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT. This quote can be provided in space below, or bidder can add to the
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT Appendix “E”.
__________________________________________________________________________________ .
QUESTION 9: Re Item #26 - Can you provide clarification on what these receivers will be used for? Will a
winch be used in these locations and if so, will winch power provisions be required?
ANSWER 9: Receivers will be used as an anchor point for Rope Rescue, using hardware similar to
the links below. High current power provisions would not be required.

https://worknrescue.ca/product/conterra-hitch-plate/
https://www.hdhitchsupport.com/

I/We hereby verify that we have considered this addendum in our proposal submission.

Proponent’s Signature

Date

All inquiries relating to RFP CS-20-23 must be emailed to:
Melanie Perrin, Manager Public Safety Operations
mperrin@rdffg.bc.ca

